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Point to the photo of the boar or say the correct boar number to answer each question.

1.  Which boar has larger testicles?
 a.   Boar #A
 b.   Boar #B

2.  Which boar fits the following description: He is a more rugged designed boar that is   
wider through his chest and larger footed.
 a.   Boar #A
 b.   Boar #B
 
3.  Which boar is steeper hipped?
 a.   Boar #A
 b.   Boar #B

4.  Which boar is more extended in his bone work and smoother in his appearance?
 a.   Boar #A
 b.   Boar #B

5.  Which boar has more curvature to his knee?
 a.   Boar #A
 b.   Boar #B

6.  True or False:  Both boars are Yorkshires?

7.  Based upon their physical characteristics, which boar would you expect to sire more   
     maternal offspring?
 a.   Boar #A
 b.   Boar #B

8.  Which boar is smoother in his joints?
 a.   Boar #A
 b.   Boar #B

9.  Which boar shows more spring of rib and depth of flank?
 a.   Boar #A
 b.   Boar #B

10.  Which boar would you expect to take a longer stride?
 a.   Boar #A
 b.   Boar #B
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Intermediate Swine Evaluation Instructions
•	 There	are	2	boar	photos	at	each	station.		Each	participant	is	to	read	the	

quiz	and	verbally	answer	or	point	to	the	boar	that	is	the	answer	to	the	
question.		They	are	allowed	to	look	at	the	pictures	while	answering	the	
questions.		

•	 Once	the	participant	has	answered	all	10	questions	please	record	their	
score	on	the	colored	score	sheet.		Only	keep	track	of	the	answers	they	
got	correct.	Do	not	deduct	incorrect	answers.	Please	do	not	let	the	
participant	see	the	score	that	you	award	them.		

Scoring:	Each	question	is	worth	2	½	points	for	a	total	of	25	possible	points	at	this	
station.		

**This station has a total of 25 points.**

Thank you very much for volunteering to help with the skillathon.  Please remember to 
complete the skillathon facilitator information sheet and leave it on your stations table at 
the end of the competition. Thank You!
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